Coding like Supermodel

We Can Do It
Learn to code

Code to start the next unicorn
Control the Robot
JOIN THE REVOLUTION

HELLO
MY NAME IS

h4ck3r_c0d3r

LEARN TO CODE TODAY
LEARN TO CODE

in 2 days
Why rapid prototyping?
Design Sprint!
Brainstorm
10 min

3 min brainstorm individually with post-its

7 min share with team & build on each others’ ideas
Evaluate
5 min

1 min  think silently about which ideas you’re most interested in moving forward with

30 sec  vote silently with dot stickers

3 min  review as a team and pick one
Prototype

15 min
Prepare, set the scene, storyboard
Then build your experience prototype
Show, don’t tell
Present
1-2 min each team
Discussion
5 min
Break into teams of 3
HMW improve the airplane boarding experience?

Key stakeholders
Passengers, flight attendants and crew
Brainstorm
10 min
3 min  brainstorm individually
7 min  share with team & build on each others’ ideas
Evaluate

5 min

1 min  think silently about which ideas to vote for
30 sec  vote silently
3 min  review as a team and decide which to move forward with
Prototype

15 min

Prepare, set the scene, storyboard
Then build your experience prototype
Present
1-2 min each team
Discussion
5 min